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Diesel Dipper® cleans degraded diesel on-board Caratania

“Beautifully engineered and produced.  It extracts from the very bottom of
the fuel tanks, in our case very effectively from the bottom of the crossover
fuel line, which exits both tanks from their very bottom plates.  I had mine
competently fitted by Vliho Yacht Club in Greece in April 2019.  It works a
treat, initially removing a good deal of rust and some water. Now in Sep-
tember virtually no contaminates are present. We have therefore added
Marship injector cleaner and biocide to both tanks and filled them com-
pletely. We have improved fuel consumption, the fuel burn is cleaner, and
an added bonus the engines are quieter. We now do not continuously run
the Dipper, only after we have taken fresh fuel on board.
In short - an excellent company, good sound products, generous with their
knowledge, straight forward and a pleasure to do business with.”

Anne & Andy Chinneck - owners of Caratania

Testimonial … in Andrew’s own words

When Andrew Chinneck purchased Caratania in 2017 she had been laid up
ashore for 4 years and it’s fair to say a lot of work was needed.  All sea valves
were replaced with all associated pipes and both engines fully overhauled.
Both fuel tanks contained some dirt and rust particulates which were get-
ting through the engine filters into the main engines.  He was advised to ei-
ther remove the tanks or at least have them completely cleaned … both
expensive.  Andrew saw us exhibiting at METS Amsterdam and we offered
him an alternative solution - The Diesel Dipper® which is a fuel bypass sys-
tem to remove water, sludge and contaminants from the fuel tank.

The Problem

* 12v static dewatering & fuel cleaning unit   * 24v version available  on request  * Removes free water from very
bottom of tank  * Removes contaminants   * 12v version around 2.5 Litres per minute   * Simple to use  * Full fitting

instructions provided   *Optional drain alarm   * Dip Tube available for tanks without a drain
* Manufactured in the UK * 12 months guarantee

Diesel Duck®

A small price to pay
for maintaining

your diesel
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Boat type:
Trader 41+2 Cruiser

Engines:
Twin 250 HP Volva Penta
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